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Abstract In an ad hoc sensor network clock synchronization is a serious issue as nodes in the sensor network have different clock drifts. One of the common solutions for the time synchronization among these nodes is the active transmission of time stamp messages. However this method consumes some resources and channel bandwidth, and is not suitable for resource constrained nodes in the sensor network. This paper presents a novel method with minimum overhead that reduces clock drift effects in the synchronization of nodes in sensor networks using relative time-slot referencing TDMA based MAC protocol. Keywords: Sensor network, MAC, TDMA, Clock drift, Synchronization



1.



INTRODUCTION



Time synchronization is a major issue in wireless distributed systems, especially in the resource constrained sensor networks. Time synchronization mechanism allows sensor networks to synchronize during startup and maintain its synchronization during normal operation in the presence of clock drift at the nodes. The clock drift is a hardware problem caused by variation in the crystal frequency due to noise, temperature, aging, voltage change etc. The cost of the crystal increases with the accuracy and the low-cost nodes in the sensor network generally use less accurate crystal. Clock drifting in a distributed network can cause various effects ranging from slight to severe, depending on how the system works. For example, in a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) [1]-based wireless network where different units have different scheduled time-slots for transmission and reception, clock drifts, if not properly handled may cause the system to malfunction. Many methods have been developed to reduce or even eliminate clock drift problem, however these solutions may not work in all systems. The method employed in one architecture may not necessarily be suitable for another. For example, the TDMA synchronization approach given in [2]



has less communication and synchronization time overhead; but the computation and memory overheads are high. This scheme is suitable for safety critical real-time distributed applications with nodes having enough computation capabilities and lots of memory. But the above scheme is not suitable for resource constrained sensor network. Most of the current solutions use active transmission of periodic time stamp messages to keep the time between any two nodes synchronized. Also, some papers [3, 4] have provided methods that guarantee the accuracy of the synchronization. In this paper, we will present a novel approach based on relative time slot referencing, to reduce clock drifting in networks having TDMA scheme for media access. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give an overview of a TDMA based MAC scheme SMART [6] suitable for sensor networks. Our approach is applicable to all TDMA based schemes. SMART is chosen only for convenience as it is designed in-house and can be easily modified for further studies. Following that, in Section 3, a short description on the clock drift problem encountered in the sensor network using the SMART is given. In section 4, the time synchronization mechanism for the SMART scheme is explained in detail. Subsequently we cover the simulation and experimental result of the clock drift reduction scheme. 2.



SMART FOR SENSOR NETWORK



In a Sensor Network (Figure 1) nodes are spread over a large area and each node has direct communication with immediate neighbors that are within the communication range of the node. Power conservation at the nodes of the sensor network is an important issue and TDMA is a suitable choice as its MAC protocol. There are various schemes developed for TDMA [5]. Fixed allocation TDMA protocols have the advantage of having predictable time slots to schedule the switch-off-times of the RF transceivers and avoid data collisions. But the resource-constrained nodes of sensor network cannot afford to have complex synchronization mechanisms.



providing a guard band to avoid abrupt slot overlapping due to clock drift, SMART uses time-slot duration shorter than a typical message length. That means each node uses a few time slots (e.g. 2 to 4) for its transmissions and the messages span over variable time slots depending on the message length. Since nodes in an Ad hoc Sensor network are spread over a large geographical area it is very difficult to have a centralized synchronization mechanism that provides synchronized clock to all nodes in the Sensor network. In order to synchronize the clock, a node can only communicate to its own neighbor nodes within its communication range, making it impossible to have perfect synchronization amongst all nodes in the network.



Figure 1. Sensor Network SMART [6] is a simple MAC based on fixed-allocation TDMA using relative time slot referencing and is suitable for a resource constrained wireless ad hoc sensor network.
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Figure 2. Relative Time Slot In relative time slot TDMA scheme, a cyclic duration is specified as a frame (see Figure 2). Within one frame, all the nodes in the neighborhood have their own time slots, such that only one node may transmit at a time. Each node marks its own transmission slot as slot 0. The node keeps track of its neighbors’ transmission slots relative to its own. Since this information is used internally in the node, there is no requirement to have global time synchronization. In the example given in Figure 2, in node X’s time schedule slot 10 is reserved for Y’s transmission. Similarly, in Y’s time schedule, slot 246 is reserved for X’s transmission During initialization process, each node records and reserves certain time slots for its neighboring nodes’ transmissions in one period of frame. The time slot assignment is arbitrary. When a node wants to join a network, it will listen and record all its neighbors’ transmission time slots. After that it will randomly select an unused slot and transmit a message over that time slot to join the neighborhood. If there is no collision with transmission from other nodes, the neighbor nodes will record the time slot for this new node and send back the acceptance message. This neighborhood joining is an independent process and the alignment of frame of every node is not absolute; which means one node may have different frame alignment when measured relative to its neighbor nodes as shown in Figure 2. For flexibility in handling variable length messages and



3. CLOCK DRIFT Figure 3 shows an instance of the time schedule for 3 different nodes, where each node has reserved few time slots for transmission and to provide guard band to avoid abrupt disruption of the scheduling due to clock drifts. When clock drifts occur a node will transmit earlier or later than the specified schedule in its neighbor nodes. This means that there is a shift either to the right or to the left depending on the difference in the rate of the clock drifts between any two nodes. A Node A
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Figure 3. Time Slot Schedule for 3 Nodes Figures 3a, 3b and 3c show the relative positions of the time slots of each node with respect to the other two. If node C has a faster clock rate than A and B, after a while node A and B will record the transmission time for C shifted to the left, whereas node C will record transmission time for A and B shifted to the right. In SMART, the relative time slot TDMA scheme, when the clock drift is neglected over a period of time, the slot schedules of the nodes may shift considerably and result in data collision. This might lead to communication failure among the nodes, as the time slot is not synchronized anymore. Normally, in this situation, the nodes whose transmissions disrupted due to collisions are required to rejoin the network to obtain new time slots and hence avoid transmission collisions. Fortunately, in normal cases clock drift rate is bounded by a constant, as shown in [3, 4].



4.



TIME SYNCHRONIZATION



A simple time synchronization mechanism suitable for nodes in the Sensor network is essential, for the system mentioned above, to allow continuous transmission during their scheduled time slot. This means whenever clock drift occurs and the neighbor node’s time slots shift (which can be either because of its own or the other nodes’ clock drifts) a node should adjust its own clock to tune the time schedule as close as possible to the original setting. In our method, in order to reduce the effect of the clock drift, we assume that always there are some transmissions during a certain interval. Since our method is reactive, this is important to ensure that the algorithm is to be applied before the time difference due to the clock drifts becomes too large. Reactive here means that synchronization is triggered by events and it does not require any specific transmission for synchronization and hence saves the channel bandwidth. Our method is simple and does not require complex calculation, which is important in a power constraint system like sensor network. Every node in the network records the last transmission time slot for a neighbor node, takes the difference from its previous transmission time slot and adds it to an accumulated value of clock drift. This is done repeatedly for each transmission and for every neighbor node. When a node detects that one of its neighbor nodes has an accumulated clock drift value exceeding a constant threshold α, it takes the average of the accumulated values of clock drifts of all neighbor nodes and shifts its own clock accordingly. This means if the average value of the clock drifts is positive then it shifts its own clock forward in positive direction such that its new time clock becomes closer to the average of all neighbor nodes’ clock. This clock shift is bounded by a minimum value between the average clock drift and a constant β. After synchronization is done, it must not synchronize its time schedule again within a fixed number of frames say, τ (another constant) to allow the synchronization to spread and converge within the network. Notice that the clock shift adjustment actually does not depend on the individual clock drift, but on the overall drift of the neighbor nodes. The algorithm needs to make the overall clock drifts converge to a certain degree in order to keep the individual clock drift within a specified limit. Figure 4 shows the most common topologies that may occur in a network. In Figure 4(a) where only two nodes exist in the neighborhood, it is easy to show that the algorithm is able to recover the clock drift. In Figure 4(b), the nodes labeled from 1 to an arbitrary positive constant n are located in one neighborhood, which means every node is able to transmit directly to any other node. Assume that every node in the network has a certain bounded clock drift relative to the real time. From these nodes we can find two nodes, one with the least clock drift and other with most clock drift, and label their clock drifts relative to the real time as C(1) and C(n) respectively. Hence after arrangement, we can have an inequality as follows,
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(c) Figure 4. Common Node Topology C(1) ≤ C(2) ≤ …≤ C(n-1) ≤ C(n) When the clock shift adjustment is taken from the average of all the neighbor nodes’ clock drift, the value of C(1) will increase and C(n) will decrease and the other clock drift value may decrease or increase to a new value bounded by the initial value of C(1) and C(n). Hence the possibility of divergence of the clock drifts is eliminated. When the values of C(i) become close or equal to one another then we have the nodes synchronized. When the topology becomes more complex as shown in Figure 4(c), it becomes more difficult to perceive the convergence of synchronization. For example let us assume that a node “i“ has two neighboring nodes, “i-1” and “i+1”, which are not part of the same neighborhood. In this case, the synchronization may need to reach the whole network boundary before it starts to converge and meanwhile there may be some oscillations within network. In order to reduce some oscillations that may occur and reduce the convergence time, the parameter τ is crucial to be appropriately calculated and related to the topology of the network. The algorithm for the method is given as follows,



neighbor nodes and take the average. Sum all these values obtained from every node in the network and take the average, IF transmission from the neighbor node Ni received := Æ record the time slot Æ subtract this value from the previous time slot and add this result to ACD(i), the accumulated clock drift value for Ni IF (ABS(ACD(i)) > α) && ( τ frames has elapsed since the last synchronization) := Æ take the average value AVG of ACD(i), where i := 1, 2, …, n IF ABS(AVG) < β := Æ shift clock AVG time slots accordingly Æ reset ACD(i) := 0 ELSE Æ shift clock β time slots (direction according the value of AVG) Æ reset ACD(i) := 0 END IF



,



N Where ACD is the Average total Clock Drift, AVG (▪) is the average, CD is the accumulated clock drift of neighbor nodes, N is the total number of nodes in the network, i = 1, 2, 3 …, N and j = 1, 2, 3, …, no. of neighbor nodes. When the nodes are static and the network establishment time (all the nodes have joined the network) is much shorter than the simulation time, the value of ACD is a good indicator of the performance of the algorithm. In Figure 5 and Figure 6 the average total clock drift value and the average clock drift value per second is plotted against the simulation time. It should be noted that in the simulation absolute values of the clock drifts is considered to clearly see the accumulated drift and the difference between the two schemes.



END IF



We use a discrete event triggered C-based simulator to do the simulation. The algorithm is implemented at MAC-layer where our relative time slot TDMA-based scheme is used. The number of nodes used is 40, random seeds are used to generate the topology and the clock drifts of the nodes. The lower and upper bound of the clock drifts are -20 and +20 ppm respectively. The frame length is 1 sec simulation time and divided into 256 slots. Each node reserves 4 time slot for its transmission to accommodate variable message length. To observe the effectiveness of the algorithm and to reduce the clock drifts, each slot is divided into 128 minislots. That means each node occupies 4x128 mini slots. For an initial trial we have assumed the value of α, β, and τ to be 5, 10, and 5 respectively. The position of the nodes is static. The average number of total drifts of neighbor nodes is taken from each node. These values from each node are summed up and divided by the number of nodes (40) to get the average. This average value is plotted against the simulation time to observe the reduction of the clock drifts of the nodes. The parameters that are observed here are the average total clock drift value and the average clock drift value per sec. Average total clock drift is calculated as follows, for each node we sum all the accumulated clock drifts of its
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Figure 5. Average Total Clock Drift
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Figure 6. Avg Total Clock Drift per Sec



Figure 6 shows that the clock drift rate between any two nodes is indeed bounded. From the plotted graphs (Figure 5 & 6) we observe that when the algorithm is implemented the total clock drift is reduced significantly and the time synchronization becomes better and the nodes can stay in synchronization for long time. In the implementation without the clock drift reduction algorithm, the total clock drift increases with the simulation time affecting the synchronization of the nodes. 6.
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EXPERIMENT



An experiment is conducted using the actual sensor nodes (Figure 7) developed for the ad hoc network based localization research [7] at Institute of Infocomm Research. These nodes, having a communication range of 5m, are built around Texas Instruments’ low-power micro-controller (MSP430F149) with 60 K bytes of program memory and 2 Kbytes of RAM. Chipcon’s low-power programmable RF transceivers (CC1000) operating at 868 MHz provides wireless connectivity at 9.6 Kbps. Each node has RS232 serial communication capability for communication with the host system if needed.
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(b) Figure 8. Experimental Topology



Table 1. Experimental Average Clock Drift



Figure 7. Snapshot of a Sensor The firmware for the MAC (Relative time slot TDMA) and routing layer of the above card is developed using an event-driven scheduler [7] with power saving capability. We strictly followed all parameters used for the simulation except for the number of users that was only seven due to limited hardware resources available. Two topologies were used in the experiment as shown in Figure 8. Topology shown in Figure 8(a) was used to test the clock drift reduction in one neighborhood with many nodes. The clock drifts of the units are read from the unit in the center (labeled as ‘R’). Topology shown in Figure 8(b) was used to test the algorithm when there is more than one neighborhood. We observed the system with and without our algorithms for about 15 minutes. The experimental results are given in the Table 1. The result of the experiments is comparable to the simulation result proving our algorithm’s effectiveness in
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reducing clock drift effects in ad hoc sensor network without introducing any communication overhead in the system. 7.



CONCLUSION



In conclusion, the new method we introduced in this paper can be used to reduce the clock drift in TDMA based sensor networks. The results obtained from the experiment are consistent with that obtained from the simulation where the algorithm reduces the clock drifts by more than 85 percents. Both results show conclusively that the implementation of the algorithm could give a significant improvement to the system. The performance of time synchronization and the rate of convergence may be different for a different topology and mobility scenario or a different rate of hardware clock drift. This new method,



although simple and suitable for power saving systems, it does not guarantee the accuracy or the convergence of the synchronization as it may oscillate in certain cases. The three parameters α, β, and τ play a very crucial role in this case, and a proper selection of these values will improve the performance. REFERENCES [1] Rappaport T. S., Wireless Communications: Principle And Practice, 2nd ed., pp. 453-454, Prentice Hall Inc., NJ, 2002. [2] Claesson, V; Lonn, H and Suri, N, ”Efficient TDMA synchronization for distributed embedded systems”, Reliable Distributed Systems, 2001. Proceedings. 20th IEEE Symposium on , pg 198-201, 28-31 Oct. 2001. [3] Srikanth T. K. and Toueg S, “Optimal Clock Synchronization”, Journal of the Assoc. for Comp. Machinery Vol. 34, No. 3, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, 1987. [4] Romer K. , ”Time Synchronization in Ad Hoc Networks” , Technical Report, ETH Zurich, Switzerland, 1997. [5] Santivanez. C, and Stravakakis I., “Study of Various TDMA Schemes for Wireless Networks in the Presence of Deadlines and Overhead”, IEEE Journal on Selected Area of Comms, Vol 17, no 7, 1999. [6] Chee K.L., Lim J.G., Rao S.V. and Sivaprasad P.K., “A Simple and Efficient MAC for Implementation in a Wireless Sensor Network” TDMA Schemes for Wireless Networks in the Presence of Deadlines and Overhead”, Proc. Fifth Mobile Wireless Communications Networks Conference , October 2003, Singapore. [7] Lim J.G., Chee K. L. , Leow H. B., Chong Y. K. , Sivaprasad P.K., Rao S.V. “Implementing a Self-organizing Wireless Sensor Network: Experiences and Challenges”, Proc. Fifth Mobile Wireless Communications Networks Conference, October 2003, Singapore.
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